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Creating Divine Art - The Origin of Inspirationu003cbr/u003e
u003cbr/u003e
The heart is the place where we experience the beauty all around us - in nature, art, or children - and also the
suffering we witness every day. Our heart - being also the door to the spiritual or the wisdom of the universe and its
higher inspirations – is a place of true transformation.u003cbr/u003e
u003cbr/u003e
Artistic expression of all kind gives us a unique tool to learn to embrace beauty and suffering, so that we create a
movement outwards that opens the door to joy and can benefit also others.u003cbr/u003e
u003cbr/u003e
A dialogue with a group of highly evolved spirits introduce us in this book to the different levels of inspiration we can
feel when creating art: in dance, painting, music, writing, photography, sculpture, architecture, movies, etc. This book
explains – with the help of over 100 colour photos - how to get in touch with those higher inspiration levels and how to
translate them into our works of spontaneous or professional art. What you’ll discover in this book you won’t find
anywhere else.u003cbr/u003e
u003cbr/u003e
Here the author offers a unique collection of divine beauty in art and explains the way how to get there.u003cbr/u003e
u003cbr/u003e
This book will show youu003cbr/u003e
u003cbr/u003e
how personal issues determine the inspiration you attract u003cbr/u003e
why some inspiration might get lost on the wayu003cbr/u003e
how to improve the quality of your art worku003cbr/u003e
the rich fabric of the divine field u003cbr/u003e
where inspirations come fromu003cbr/u003e
some invisible aspects linked to works of artu003cbr/u003e
how works of art can affect youu003cbr/u003e
how art and beauty can help transform sufferingu003cbr/u003e
how to improve your cooperation with the divine dimension
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